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An island was born in the South Pacific 
ages ago when the world was different and the floor 
of the ocean rose and fell with volcanic pressures. 
It appeared in an endless stretch of waters adjacent 
to an irregular galaxy of islands which extended 
10,000 miles at the broadest point between Panama and 
Mindanas in the Philippines . While some of the islanc~ 
in this group were large land masses cut off during 
the remote past from nearby continents , this island 
was thrown up from the ocean depths and then surrounde:' 
by a coral reef built by billions of organisms working 
through thousands of years. 

Vive hundred years after the birth of Chri8~ 
capable , brave brown navigators sailed gigantic 
distances from As ia through Micronesia bypassing 
commodious islands, like New Guinea and the Solomons, 
and settled on the smaller islands and atolls which 
stretched eastward, founding the Oceanic culture knoW!: 
as Polynes ia. The navigators who settled this island 
called it Tahiti. It was their central base for the 
settling of Oceania. No one can tell us what dictatec 
their invasion or how many countless thousands of theE 
sailed east into the sunrise in their small and frail 
boats, never to be seen again . The gentility and 
natural simplici ty of the culture which they establisL~ · 

seems to match the natural beauty of the terrestial 
necklace which they discovered in the South Pacific. 

, 
The isl~nd was barely over 400 square miles, 

33 milcs long f rom northwest to southeast and capped 
by two adjacent volcanic peaks, rioing to a height 
of 7,339 feet. TIt. has been said that Tahiti is the 
emotional capital of Polynesia, which in~ea contains 
fewer square miles than Connecticut and fewer people 
than Oklahoma City but stretches from the dateline 
to the 110th meridian, a distance of 70 degrees, 
compared to 55 degrees for the entire United States. 
Around the twin volcanic peaks of this small island 
are green-clad hills ribbed with valleys, glens and 
rivulets which run to a verdant coast packed tight 
with coconut palm. As the hills fold up to culminate 
in the volcanic peaks they are constantly crowned by 
clouds which vary from oyster white to l eaden black , 
and frequently bathe the visitors' eyes in a golden 
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haze; this is Tahiti of the Golden Haze . Across the 
dark lagoon, black from volcanic ash is the island 
of Moorea, born ages ago when a monstrous volcano' 
exploded and its northern half sank into the sea 
The ~oQthGrn semi-circle remains, it s jagged peak 
lo~mlng thousands of feet into the air . There are 
sald to be forty separate summits. 

"While they are only nine miles across the 
bay they seem at times to be on the edge of the 
horizon . They have an angry orange sunlight , a dusk 
lingering in sha dows . They pull down the air as 
clouds, they ~re dressed in purple ~nd gold , they are 
in fact the Bali Hai of modern song." 

Tahiti remained ' unknown to the civilized 
world until the eighteenth century. The Brit ish 
frigate Dolphin, copper-sheathed, with 1 90 officers 
and men had no sooner returned from a two-year ex
ploratory voyage under the command of Commodore the 
Honorable John Byron in May of 1776 when a commission 
was given to Captain Samuel Wallis to search for and 
investigate the land west of cape Horn • . As he sailed 
through the Tuamotus archipeligo Wallis successively 
named his landfalls for the important personages of 
English officialdom. It is not then remarkable that 
on June 18, 1767 on sighting Tahiti , the largest of 
this farstretching archipel igo he named it "King 
George the Third's Island." With equal lack of 
imagination Wallis named the fabled Bali Hai "Duke 
of York ' s Island". After five weeks stay for rest 
and rehabilitation Wallis sailed from Tahiti to carry 
an account of lush natural beaties which even the 
prose of a rough and direct seaman could not dim. 

It remained for the more aristocratic 
Chevalier Louis Antoine de Bougainville, whose visit 
to Tahiti in 1768 lasted only thirteen days, to lay 
(~J 8.im to this island in the name of France . In spite 
of the shortness of h is visit Bouganville ' s more 
=ertile imagination yielded the name Nouvelle Cythere , 
after the Ionian island whe:ce Aphrodite, called Venus 
hy T.hR Romands, was created from the dismembered arm 
of Uranus. The third visit or to the island, the very 
capable James Cook, sailing the bark Endeavour into 
Matavi Bay on April 13, 1769 renrned the Polynesian 
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name Tahiti - Tahiti of the Golden Haze - to the 
island. 

It io intcrc8ting to note that a man born 
in 1656 was probably respons ible for Cook's voyage . 
Edmund Halley, Astronomer Royal, suggested in 1679 
that the transit of Venus be utilized for determinat: 
of the solar parallax. (since it was nece ssary for 
me to look up these terms I will now explain : A tranE~
is the passage of an apparently small body acro~~ 
the face of an apparently larger body. Venus transi- ~ 
the sun when it passes directly between the earth 
and the sun and is seen as a black dot moving across 
the face of the sun. This can only occur in June or 
in December when the sun is in line with one or the 
other of the nodes or Ven~s' orbit. The solar paral_~ 

loosely used, is the calculation of the earth's 
distance from the sun). Since transits of Venus occu: 
as pairs at an interval of 105 and 112 year s, Edmund 
Halley in 1669, no t expecting to live until the next 
transits of Venus in 1761 and 1769, laid down carefu
instructions for young astronomers who would live 
at that time. 

The observations of 1761 proving unsuccessf·~ 
the Royal SOCiety petitioned King . George III to 
establish points of observation about the globe as 
the Russians also were planning to do. (One wonders 
if this is not the first instance of astronomical 
competition between the English- speaking world and t h: 
Russians). The ship Endeavour was selected for the 
expedition since a Whitby bark was appropriately wide
bowed and shallow-keeled, making her maneuverable in 
dangerous uncharted waters and allowing easy beaching 
for repairs. Comman:l of the expedition was offered 
to Captain James Cook of Scots ancestry, a tireless 
and careful naVigator who had spent the previous five 
years charting the coasts of Newfoundland for the 
Admiralty. Charles Green, age 33 was appointed by 
the Royal Society as the accompanying astronomer . 
Late in the preparation8 for the expedition two other 
names of importance were added to the voyages' 
registry; namely Joseph Banks , a gentleman of indepen~ 
means, apparently sponsored by the Royal Society as 
one of England's foremost naturalista and Carl Daniel 
Sollander, a Swedish botanist and favorite pupil of 
the renowned Liannaeus . Banks ' voyage with Cook was 
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to cost him personally ten thousand pounds. Sollander, 
age 35 at the time, - was well-educated and in every 
way as sophistocated as Banks. He would eventually 
become the latter's secretary and librarian in Soho 
after their return from the Pacific in 1771 . 

The Endeavour ' s long voyage across the 
Pacific was not particularly noteworthy except for 
i ts duration and the Iact that it was taking men 
across dangerous uncharted waters previously traversed 
by only a handful of Europeans. Bank's journal had 
no entry worthy of comment with the exception perhaps 
of a recipe for cooking albatross (apparently mariners' 
superstitions with referenoe to this bird did not 
date back that far) . One might understand this 
interest in cooking albatross after a brief pause to 
reflect on the extremely poor fare which was the lot 
of the seamen in the 'IBth century. The meat of course 
had been kept several years in salt before arriving 
in the cook's pot, the bread was full of weevils and 
magots and was eaten at night "when the eye saw not 
'::Lnd the tender heart was spared." The ship ' s biscuits 
were likened to paving stones and were particularly 
difficult for bleeding gums to masticate. The water 
was kept in wooden casks and was said to simulate a 
miniature aquarium aLter ten days. Roasted rats was 
considered the greatest delicacy and "mercifully " 
the ship was plagued as usual with these creatures. 

One can imagine then, the relief which was 
felt in Apr~l ~£ l769 when the Endeavour experienced 
unusual varlatlons in the weather-calm Ducceedcd by 
squalls. A low atoll with coconut palms was sighted 
and the crew could smell the scent of tropical flowers 
~nd the . fragra.:r;ce of' sandalwood was in the air. A 
vucceSSlon of lslands known as the Tuamotu Archipeligo 
w;s at hand, but Oook did not attempt to land because 
o the reef~ .. On the 10th of April, George the Third 
Island , Tahltl of the Golden Haze, was sighted and ' 
~he Endeavour rounded t he northeast point of this 
l sland, t? be met by native canoes at the entrance 
;f Mataval Bay . Imagine the impression that these 
'=itrangers mu~t have had upon each other. The Engli sh
~en out of slght of land for eight months suddenly 
enc ountered a group of voluptuous natives representing 
a~ advanced stone-age civilization. The Tahitians 
mIght be compared to village children on the arrival 
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of a circus in the eagerness with which they came 
forward to investigate the vessel . TIr. John Cawte 
Beaglehole of Well ington University writes: 

"It is difficult for us now to measure the 
impact on a Polynesian island in that day of a 
European \Te ssel with its iron and physically repressed 
prostitute-accustomed sailors. Many a more modern 
community has been rocked in wartime and in peace by 
the presence of a visiting fleet. " 

Cook was cautious in going ashore because 
of the experience of Wallis in the Dolphin two years 
before when four thousand natives in five hundred 
canoes attempted to gain possession of his ship. 
Eventually, however, Cook sent a boat ashore and his 
journal describes the delightful walk through the 
ri ch l owland groves of coconut palm and breadfruit 
trees bordering the sea. The houses were scattered 
seemingly at random and not grouped as villages. 
Only grass grew under the trees and the houses were 
reached by criss-crossing paths. They were "admirably 
calculated for the continual warmth of the climate" 
always in the shade and without walls so that the 
air, cooled by the shade , had free access no matter 
what direction the wind was blowing. Inside there 
was little or no furniture except perhaps a stool 
for the master of the house and blocks of wood t o 
serve as pillows. There were a dearth of partitions ' 
with inhabitants sleeping together but observing some 
order, the married elders segregated from the unmarried. 
The better houses according to Cook did have a woven 
wicker type of bamboo partitioning but not close 
eno ugh to prevent free circulation of air. Cook admired 
the excellent workmanship demonstrated in view of the 
tools used which consisted of adzes, chisels and 
gouges made of human bones . The beams of the houses 
were smoothed with shells and polished with a species 
of coral or sea mushroom. 

Banks the naturalist pointed out that if a 
man in his lifetime planted as many as . ten of the 
breadfruit trees which were scattered about the houses 
he would satisfy hi s duty to his own as wel l a s future 
generations for thi s tree in Tahiti b ears thr ee crops 
a year and is hardly without fruit for.a m~ment. The 
ease of life for the inhabitants of thlS slmple 
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tropical Garden of Eden made possible a host of varied 
and intricate customs and ceremonies both religious 
and social which kept hands from being idle and dis
pelled any inroads of boredom. Activities ran~ed from 
surfing, using the stern of old CCLnoetJ .fox' Lhel.L' , 
boards (an impressive sight for the exploring Engl~sh
men) to the full-scale waging of wars in the arioi 
chief tans , very human search for power. 

A description by the younger Forrester, who 
on the Resolution with Cook returning to Tahiti, 
aptly describes the native life: 

"A kind of happy uniformity runs through 
the whole l i fe of the Tahitians, they rise with the 
sun, and has ten to rivers and fountains, to perform 
an ablution equally reviving and cleanly. They pass 
the morning at work or walk about until the heat of 
the day increases, when they retreat to their dwell
ings or repose under some tufted tree. There they 
amuse themselves with smoothing their hair and anoint 
it with fragrant oils; or th~- blow the flute, Sing 
to it, or listen to the songs of the birds. At the 
hour of noon or a little later they go to dinner. 
After their meal they resume their domestic amusement, 
during which the flame of mutual affection spread 
in every heart and unites the rising generation with 
new and tender ties. The lively jest, without ill 
nature, the artless tale, the jocund dance and frugal 
supper bring on the evening; and another visit to 
the river concludes the actions of the day. Thus 
contented with their simple way of life -and placed in 
a delightful country, they are free from cares, happy 
in their ignorance." 

These cleanly people must have regarded thp. 
English as somewhat offensive and even dirty; for in 
addition to their two or three daily baths, the 
Tahitians carefully eradicated all hair from their 
axillae using fish scales and shells as their tweezers 
and a black coconut shell filled with water as their 
looking glass. The women wore short hair cropped 
about th~ ears but ~he men wore longer hair and at 
times tied it on the tops of their heads. Plumes 
fr om the tails of ~r8pical birds were ' especially prized 
as hair ornamentati on . In addition to this women wore 
feathered and pearl neck pieces. 
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Tato o i ng on the limbs and body as far as 
the back of the ne ck and even to the ears was not 
uncommon, with t h e women having their hands marked 
as though they were covered with mittens of f ine string . 
Females tattoo ed their loins and buttocks deep blue . 
Their clothing was made from "tapa" a vegetable fiber 
obtained, in t h e case of the best cloth, from the 
bark of the brea dfrui t tre e . Ordinary "tapa " came 
from the paper mulberry and apparently even in the 
instance of this inferior tapa it bears little re
semblance to t he stuff still obta inable in the south 
sea s today. Ba nks tell s us that the rich and well -
born enjoyed wearing as much cloth as possible, althougt 
the men ' s dres s differed little from the women. They 
centered yards of the cloth about their loins exposing 
the rest of their bodies especially since an exposed 
shoulder was . a sign of respect. 

After the voyage Cook confided to Boswell 
at a dinner p a rty in London that he returned with an 
imperfect knowledge of the Tahitian language which 
prevented accurate interpretation of any information 
which did not fall under the direct observation of 
the senses. He therefore felt that he had missed the 
nuances of Tahitian society including religion, govern
ment and traditions. But Cook was aware of a caste 
system in this primitive society where exposure to 
the sun darkened the workingman in comparison with the 
paler skin shades of his superiors . Actually the 
society of the Tahitians on the arrival of the Europeans 
was as rigid in its stratifications as the caste system 
of the Hindus . Three classes of society could be 
differentiated by the degree of decoration of dress 
as well as by intricate formalized cus toms. The arii 
or nobles, of course palest and most decorated were 
followed in turn by the raa tira or landed proprietors 
and lastly the manahune or commoners . It was fr?~ the 
latter group that the toutou retainers of the arl~ 
came and also the titi or lowest class of.P?lyneslan 
untouchables who were u s ed for human sacrlflce. 

Investure ceremonies of the arii nui ~ere 
elaborate and includ ed a sacred maro o~ royal glrdle 
which was increased in length at the tlme.of eaih a 

b t· f l patches OI alternat~ng c o o re 
ceremony by eau l U b highly polished b o n e n8 ed~ e s. 
feathers held togethedr Yth r section to the girdle 
Each new wearer adde a no e 
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and thus a story of his ascendancy was told by the 
patter n . Wars on the island be t ween t he r ival arii 
chiefs were often settled by naval battles involving 
great double canoes. These could be a hundr ed feet 
long, beautifully made considering the primitive bone 
tools involved . Platforms were often lashed across 
canoes to serve dS d fighting stage for the warriors 
who appear ed in full regalia clothed in various colors 
of cloth with - feathers and elabor ate tur bans. Often 
these contests were settled by two principals alone 
and killing did result . The death of one of these 
warrio-rs or chiefs resulted in a very complicated 
burial custom. 

The costume of the priest or chief mourning 
relative of the departed included a flat semi-circular 
board affixed to the head from which hung plumes of 
pigeon feathers and pearl shells . The mourner in this 
fantastic garb led others jangling cloppers of fine 
polished shell to the local marae or temples . These 
were rectangularly enclosed platforms without a roof 
upon which the em-balmed body of the deceased was 
placed. After extensive slaughters the mar ae were 
at times stacked with skulls and bones which were 
left upon these altars to disintegrate . According to 
Tahitian belief the spirit of the dead person remained 
on earth until the body had decomposed after which 
a second secret burial of the mummified remains took 
place. 

The leisurely pace of life on Tahiti gave 
the inhabitants great time for sociability . Their 
amenities were not withheld from the English and the 
French , and Bougainville described the day- to - day 
contact with the Tahitians as follows: 

"Sailors were invited to enter the houses, 
where the people gavo them to eat; nor did the civility 
of their host stop at a slight collation , they offered 
them young girls . The hut was immediately filled with 
a curious crowd of men and women, who made a circle 
ar ourrd the guests and the young victim of hosp i tality . 
The ground was spread with leaves and flowers and the 
musicians sang a hymeneal song to the tune of their 
flutes. Here Venus is the goddess of hospit al ity , 
her worship does not admit to any mysteries , and every 
tribute paid to her is a feat for the whole nation . 
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They were surpri sed at the confus ion which our people 
appeared to be in as our customs did not admit of 
their public proceedings. However, everyone of our 
men found it possible to c onquer his repugnance and 
conform to the customs of the country." 

The Tahitians felt that their openness 
s hould be reciprocat ed by the Europeans and their ~n
vestigations" we r e at times distressing. Bougain
ville'S cook, who had proceeded ashore AWOL was quickly 
undressed by a crowd who invest igated him irom h ead 
to foot. After the thorough inspection, the crowd 
made evidence to the cook that he should t a ke hi s 
pleasure with a young girl in their company , but 
while this was the Frenchman's original intent, the 
startling incident apparently left him completely out 
of the moo d. Bougainville pointed out that a reprimand 
of the man af'ter his return to the ship was unnecessary . 
f or he was more frightene d by this unusual experience 
with a group of Tahitian natives than he ever could 
have been by the disciplinary action of his Captain. 

Cook's Endeavour had been anchored in Matavai 
Bay for nea rly three we eks when plans for the obser
vation of the transit of Venus on June 3rd was completet. 
Cook decided to split the party into three group s so 
tha t the observations c ould be made from three points ; 
namely, the island of Moorea, an islet just outs ide 
the r eef beyond the Taot o i pass, and the point which 
he first rounded at the northeast extremity of Tahiti 
which he had named Point Venus . (Appropriate not only 
from the standpoint of the primary purpose of thi s 
mission, but also as a reminder of the location of 
England's more earthy meeting with the goddess) . Here 
h e decided to build a fort , Fort Venus, to house the 
crew and protect the observatory . 

About a month before the anticipated transit 
all preparations nearly went awry when O,?ok discovered 
the quadrant missing . This was the cap~lng blow t o 
one of the most aggravating problems WhlCh the explorers 
had faced , for while t he islanders were very honest 
ffinong themselves, wi thout locks , bolts, or bars, they 
regarde d stealing fr om s trangers as a challenge t o , 
" ~ skill. The shipload of dazzlln g 
ln~en~lt~ a~~d~n~a~!r~~rms and other metalli c imple~ent s 
~~~e~ ~o~~~ant temptation fro the primitive polyneslan 
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who had known only fiber rope, basalt axes and wooden 
spears. Pilfering seriously threatened the very 
structure of the ship. The problem was magnified 
many times when nails became the standard of exchange 
flr interesting native articles including young women 
themselves, and the British seamen found it necessary 
t o withdraw them from the boat itself when the store 
ca sks became empty. Without the quadrant scientific 
observation of the transit of Venus would not be 
possible. Fortunately the major portion of the quadrant 
and its missing pieces were reassembl ed unharmed , 
the Tahitians thinking that this was no more than a 
joke. 

Observations made by the three groups on 
June 3rd were no more satisfactory than those which 
prompted the astronomer Halley to plan this expedition 
almost a century earlier. Cook summed it up as follows : 

"We very distinctly saw an atmosphere or 
dusky shade around the form of the planet which very 
much disturbed at times of the contacts. " This dusky 
shade was the atmosphere around Venus which obscured 
its form and rendered it impossible to distinguish 
vapor from the crust of the planet it s elf . Therefore 
the calculations based upon these observations were 
bound to be wrong by · millions of miles. It would have 
bolstered Cook's spirits to know that all suhRequent 
ob s ervations of the transit have been equally unsatis
factory so that other means have been us ed to determine 
the s olar parallax . 

Preparations were made to depart Tahiti once 
the solar observations were completed; however, before 
the anchor could be weighed on July 13th, 1769 at 
10:00 a . m., two marines, Clement Webb and Sam Gibson, 
had to be recovered . Questioning by Cook revealed 
tha t they had become so strongly attached to two girls 
tha t they could not bear to leave the island. The 
re cords suggests that Cook was quite sympathetic to 
the ir predicament f or the incident was forgotten after 
meeting out two doz en lashes. 

Zea land 
trip to 
waters. 

Before turning the ship south to explore New 
and eastern coast of Australia on his return 
England, Cook cruised fo: a time ~n tropical 

This was done to give hls crew tlme to recover 
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from the acute effects of venereal di sease since on 
weighing anchor over half of the ship's company were 
found to be infected . Cook had. taken precautions to 
have all of his ship 's company examined by the surgeon 
prior to landing at Tahiti and had quarantined the 
only man found to be infected. He recorded in his 
j ournal "no small uneasiness" to thinkihat he had 
introduced venereal disease to the island but was 
assured by the natives that the previous expedition 
to the island was responsiblG for its propagation. 
Thus began the argument, now two centuries old, as 
to whether the Tahitians were infected by the Engl ish 
pox courtesy of Wallis in his visit of the Dolphin 
or the French as a result of Bougainville's visit 
in LaBoudeuse. As a physician, I feel certain that 
they were equal responsible, but this excerpt from 
Wallis' journal dated July 6th, 1767 more humorously 
gives the credit to the Irish : 

"I was told by one of the young gentlemen 
that a new sort of trade took up most of their attenti ~ 
this day but it must be more properly called the "Old 
Trade". He says a Dear Irish boy, of our Marines, 
was the first that began the trade " · ... for which he got 
a severe thrashing for the liberty. More for not 
beginning in a more decent manner, in some house, or 
at the back of some bush or tree. Paddy's excuse was 
fear of losing the Honor of having the · first." 

By the time Cook had returned to England in 
the Endeavour on July 17th, 1771, one-third of his 
crew were dead of dysentary and malaria. On arrival 
in England the Captain who was regarded by most as 
a rough sailor was not feted in thenanner of Banks 
and Sollander who represented letters and wealth. Cook 
did have his hour with the King and was elated to 
receive the news that the Admiralty "well approved of 
the whole of your proceedings and ........ have gr eat 
satisfaction in the account you have given them on 
the good behavior 01' you.r officers and men ......... ", 
but Dr. John Hawkesworth, one of the literary ~ig~res 
of London and a friend of Dr. Johnson was COIDmlSS10ned 
to edit Cook ' s journa l f or the handsome fee of si~ 
thousand pounds. No amount of personal contact .wlth 

!~~a~l~;~na:e~~~~~~lm~~dw~~~c~ib~d~CC~k~d~~~i~:~~~~!~ce 
the literate Engli shman "that a lsregar 
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in unmarried women was by no m~ans.ge~eral at Otahite." 
Cook was careful to point out ~n h~s Journal.that 
fraternization with Europeans g~v~ a false plcture f of the concupiscence of the Tahltlans, for women 0 . 
the upper classes would not give th~mselves to European 
sailors except under very unusual clrcumstances. 
Hawkesworth's luscious descriptions . of free love on 
Tahiti had a damaging effect on British morals. A 
quotation of the day follows : 

"One pagc of Hawkesworth in the 
cool retreat, 

Fires the bright maiu with more 
than mortal heat: 

She sinks at once into the lovers 
arms 

Nor deems it vice to prostitute 
her charm; 

"I'll do", cried she, "What queens 
have done before"; 

And sinks from principle, a common 
whore." 

Banks' journal suffered a similar fate to 
that of Cook by the editing of the botanist Joseph 
Hooker. Posterity has had the opportunity to compare 
the originals by Cook and Banke t~ their editp.d editions 
and the more accurate observations· of the explorers 
survives. Dr . Beaglehole commented that the edited 
works were not so much a journal as a scene of carnage. 
On the continent similar fabrication and exaggeration 
was taking place with the publication of Diderot's 
Supplement au Voyage de Bougainville. This work best 
brought forth the argument against the introduction 
of Christian morality and religion into the land of 
the Noble Savage. It decried the overloading of the 
savage with hypocrisy, physical sickness and the ambition 
of the Christian. Diderot warned that "One day they 
(the Christians) will come, with crucifix in one hand 
and dagger in the other to cut your throats or force 
you to accept their customs and opinions; one day 
under their rule you will be almost as unhappy as 
they are . " 

In the years that followed Cook's return 
from Tahiti the literature of England and France was 
dotted with examples of the influence of the exotic 
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isle: DeFoe's Robins on Crusoe, Swifts's Gulliver's 
Travels, references in Coleridge's Ancient Mariner 
and passages i n Byron whose grandfather, Commodore 
George Byron had sailed on the Dolphin with Wallis . 
Imitations of Tahit ian dancing fascinated London 
audiences . Painters and poets portrayed the Tahitian 
as a noble savage . Bric-a-brac from the island, 
native carvings , pieces of coral, wooden idols and 
exotic seashells brought huge prices on the English 
and French markets . The news of Cooks' death in 
the Hawiian Islands stood as an emotional tragedy 
for the nation wh ich was only wiped out by Nelson's 
loss a t Trafalge r a quarter of a century later. 

In spite of the sophisticated indifferences 
of the Walpoles and the Johnsons the exotic dream of 
the Pacific marched forward. In 1785 "Omai" or "A 
Trip Round the World " was produced at Covent Garden. 
This love story of a Tahitian for an English girl was 
quite lavish for the time, ran for fifty performances, 
and was repe a ted for two seasons. An Alsacen painter 
created novel s tage effects including a red tropical 
moon in eclipse, inspired by the transit of Venus . 
In France a work entitled "L'amour de ' Captain Cook" 
received even greater acclaim and was brought over 
to Covent Garden in 1789. The lure of the island 
was no popular myth; however, for records of the Bounty 
mutiny show that t his event was precipitated more 
by the five months stay on Tahiti, with the prolonged 
exposure oI :the men to the exotic island life, than 
to Blighls disciplinarian character. 

Fears for the fate of the Noble Savage had 
been voiced by all of the early visitors of Tahiti. 
After his third v isit Cook very fluently described the 
rapidly gr:'owing dependence of the native on European 
culture. Ancient skill s were lost and western vices 
were rapidly adopted. Bligh him~f in.17 92 after his 
sec ond trip reported that "the corruptlon of the 
natives had outstripped anything that even Diderot 
had predicted". Many of.the natives wer;8 addicted to 
drink had discarded thelr elegant troplcal garments 
for dirty European wear, no longer washed, in fact, 
did not speak a pure for~ of' tl;te.ir own language! but 
mixed it with a jargon oX Engll sh • Even the tr~b~l 
wars were more drastic, for muskets had found thelr 
way into the hands of na tives. 
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Representatives of the London Missionary 
Scoeity then appeared on the scene to "improve"the 
situation . To control the Tahitians they supported 
with muskets when necessary the ruling arii nui House 
of Pomare (literally translated from the Tahitian 
Pomare means "night cough", so named because of the 
afflic tion of Oook's noble Tahitian Friend Tu who was 
to become Pomare I.) While the missionaries did 
nothing to stem the march of dec~dence and debauchery 
in this hered itary monarchy, extending through five 
gener ations to Poroare V, their alliance with this 
house gave them license to interfere with the every
day life of the common Tahitian. Missionaries 
attacked nudity, pologamy, dancing and drunkeness. 
They introduced citrus fruit into the diet of the 
Tahitians . Tatooing was discouraged, liquor was 
banned and prostitution was non-existant. So reported 
the Russian navigator Thaddeus Bellinghausen on his 
visit t o Tahiti in 1820. 

The hypocritical morality of the Christian 
changed t he nobel savage to a less gentle , more greedy 
and gr asping man, but gave him nothing to replace the 
vacuum left by the destruction of his social and 
r eligious customs. His idols were broken , his marae 
were falling into ruin and he had lost the skills to 
produce t he more beautiful of his handicrafts . In 
short none of the "gifts " of the western world could 
combat the boredom of the native life of Tahiti where 
one could exist on breadfruit, coconut and bananas. 

The problem was complicated by the fact that 
the Tahitian found his society in the midst of a tug
of-war between the missionaries and the repeated visits 
of the wha ling ships which at their peak numbered 
more than 130 per year . These men encouaged debauchery 
as a respite fr om their spartan life . Frederick 
DebbIe Bennett , a surgeon on one of the whaling ships, 
r emarked on "the abundant and indiscriminate sale of 
ardent spirits, as well as the laxities of laws which 
p ermitted the sensuality of a seaport to be carried 
to boundless extent , cause scenes of riot and debauchery 
to be nightly exhibited at Papetee which would have 
disgraced the most profligate purlieus of London." 
This tug-of-war hastened the denouement and the only 
real question was not whether, but how long Tahitian 
society could survive without its elaborate ceremonials, 
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lazy gentility, and exuberant hedonism. 

An old Tahitian song says: 

"The palm trees shall grow 
The coral shall spread, 
But man shall cease ." 

Indeed this seemed to be the case for the 
population was falling from an original forty thousand 
down past nine thousand toward a low of six thousand 
by the middle of the 19th century. This was the 
result of the moraland physical degeneration, the 
l a tter hastened chiefly by tuberculosis, smallpox, 
dysentary and venereal disease which were passed from 
generation t o generation. Darwin in 1835 was not 
completely pe ssimistic, but it was ner.p.sfiFl,-ry for him 
to walk into the interior into a remot e country distri ~

before he could find a common working Tahitian which 
he could describe as "tall , groad- shouldered, athletic 
and well-proportioned ." 

Catholic miss ionaries from France had been 
shabbily receive d as a result of t he efforts of the 
already entr enched English, so that the natural 
result in thi s age of competitive colonialism was a 
show of strength on the part of the French at Papetee . 
Another Venus was to cros s the horizons of Tahiti as 
a result of this situation, for Admiral Abel Dup etit
Thouars commander of the ship Venus arrived from 
Valparaiso in August of 1838 to "invest i gate" the 
situation . Relations with the French were solidified 
in the few years which followed this v i sit and on 
March 25 , 1843 Louis Phil l ipe ratified the annexation 
of Tahiti by the French government. Another era was 
about to begin as a result of this visit of Venus to 
Tahiti, an era of further change for the nobel savage 
who had traded Christian guilt for his simple life, 
who was "no longer naked but was clothed in the image 
of Mary Magdelene ". 

The plight of the nobel savage was chronicled 
by some of the 1 9th century' s greatest artistic fig~re s 
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leaves and with a co oonut tree for his pillow, Herman 
Melville published the aut obiographical wOJ?kS "Type e " 
and "Omoo" which contained his tirades agaln~t.the 
de s truction of the natural beauty of the Paclflc .. His 
words were a reflection of Diderot's earl ier warnlng , 
and the summation of his plea follows in his own words: 

"Lies, lies, you tell us of salvati?n; and 
behold we are dying. We want no other salvatlon than 
to live in this world. Where are there any saved 
through your speech? Pomare is dead and.we are a~l 
dying with your cursed diseases . When wlll you glve 
over? " Like Darwin, Melville had to journey to a 
remote village called Tami on Moorea in order to 
persuade a local chief to perform the forbidden dance 
known as the Lory-Lory, which Cook had previously 
described as the Timorode. 

A half-century later another artistic great 
searched for the Lory-Lory, and could no longer find 
i t , and in Gauguin's Tahitian paintings no man or 
woman ever smiles. The overwhelming physical beauty 
is recorded together with the exotic colorA which are 
so typical of the island . It is not surprising that 
the word "Nevermore" appears in the upper left-hand 
corner of the canvas of a langu id reclining Polynesian 
woman which is one of Gauguin's most famous . Gauguin's 
words echo this theme as follows : 

" •...... the natives having nothing, nothing 
at all to do, think of only one thing, drinking ...... . 
Many things that are strange and picturesque existed 
here once , but there are no traces of them left today: 
everything has vanished. Day by day the race vanishes, 
decimated hy the European diseases ......... " 

Diderot' s warning had come true, but slowly 
and surely under the benevolent French rule the popu
lation would be coaxed back to its original forty 
thousand. Education was compulsory to the age of 14 . 
The "permanent" foreign residents with the cooperation 
of the French discouraged tourism, and the economy 
based on copra and phosphate r emained stagnant as long 
as France could afford its luxurious pearl in the 
Pacific. When this was no longer possible the British 
flying boats gave way to the more conventional carriers 
of Air France and South Pacific Airlines with a strip 
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finished at Faa in May of 1961. 
was on. The tourist invas ion 

With the next transit of Venus still more 
than thirty years away our magazines and travel 
brochures boast package trips to the island for a 
little as $438 . The jet planes of Pan Americ an and 
Air New Zealand now land da ily at the island and new 
hotels are beginning to mushroom with international 
sounding names such as Inter-Continental and BelAire 
The travel package includes a flower and shell lei . 
a series of Tahit ian barbecues and folk dances, and 
even two Tamoure dance lessons. We must assume t hat 
the more exotic sequences of the Timorode and the 
TJory-Lory as described by Cook and Melville have 
been deleted from these lessons . 

Some at tempt at the preservation of the 
original phys ical appearance of Tahiti continue s 
however, fo r the new hot els are still "bungalow" in 
typ e and conform to the building code of Tahiti which 
reads in part as follows : 

"and in furtherenc e of the scheme to keep 
Tahiti Tahitian, it is decreed that no building shall 
be higher than two-thirds of a coconut tree." There 
is a veneer of French chic still about the island and 
they say that the native food is remarkably good from 
the standpoint of the western palate. These trapp ings 
of the culture of the i sland are probably as fragil e 
as tho se of original Polynesia and are doomed to 
extinction, but the most durable impression of Tahiti 
will live on; namely, its exotic background and 
sensuality . This may not be lost by the next trans it 
of Venus in 2004 and 2012. Point Venus still stands 
at the northern tip of the 400-odd square miles tha t 
comprise Tahiti and looks out toward the Island of 
Moorea wi th itsnatural splendor. These will stand 
until the fl oor of the Pac ific shifts again and Bal i 
Hai sinks into the sea . 

If there i s at least one besides myself 
toni ght who is moved to v isit this land before Venus 
again makes her transit then this paper will have 
a ccomplished its ob ject , for perhaps I am not the 
only one who feels kinship f'or the man who wrote on 
the flyleaf of a copy of O'Brien ' s "Mystic I sles of 
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the Southern Seas": 

"Every man has a secret dream 
Of Where his life might be, 
Mine is a lovely lonely isle . 
By the southern sea 
Where hidden away from all mankind 
SW8et memory carrieo me." 
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